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Historians typically regard the patient’s rights movement as a product of a host of social and political changes in the 1960s, including the civil rights and other movements centered on individual rights. But in fact, the social context and broader political ideas of the 1940s and 1950s that gave rise to, shaped, and constrained the civil rights movement also influenced the patient experience. During this period, patients with leprosy confined at the United States Public Health Service (PHS) Hospital No. 66 in Carville, Louisiana twice challenged and changed the terms of their confinement. They did so at the apex of medical authority in America. Recruiting the all but forgotten history of these events provides an opportunity for deepening our understanding of the far broader challenges to medical power and authority that would occur decades later.

Leprosy—a highly stigmatized disease that patients preferred to refer to by its more technical nomenclature, Hansen’s disease, or, more cryptically, as “this package” or, in Cajun, as la maladie que tu nom pas (the disease you do not name)—affected only an estimated 1,500 to 5,000 people in the US. The patient census at Carville ranged between 200 and 400 individuals from the 1920s through the 1960s. On the surface, leprosy was a disease touching few, Carville a small and seemingly unimportant institution that stood apart from any broader story about America in the war and postwar period. But those confined created a community in which they articulated their own version of American political, suburban, and domestic culture as they sought to gain control over the private sphere. A major societal change revolving around suburban domestic life was expressed in this unlikely setting controlled by science and the State. Through the lens of Carville, we can elaborate on the social and political changes that gave rise to and shaped patient resistance to scientific authority in an unlikely place and time.

I focus in this paper on the conflict between patients and hospital administrators over the organization and control of institutional life in the 1950s. But this analysis must be set against the backdrop of how the institution was organized and administered from the 1920s to the 1930s, which I describe in the first section of the paper. Carville stood at the crossroads of subjugation and freedom: despite the existence of institutionally unprecedented housing arrangements, because of the reality of compulsory confinement it was too hospital-like to be a home; despite its penal features, because of the unusual autonomy the patients enjoyed, it was too home-like to be a hospital.

In the second section, I discuss the ways in which the therapeutic advances achieved during the 1940s prompted the PHS hospital administration to press for a stricter institutional culture and the ways in which broader societal changes enabled the patients not only to push back but also to build more of a private
home life within the institution. This, then, sets the stage for the third section of the paper, where I analyze the PHS attempt to swing the pendulum decisively toward institutionalization in the 1950s. As it fought to reassert control over the patient population, it attacked the domestic life that patients had constructed within the confines of Carville. In this final, pitched battle, the private suburban home and the freedom from the State that it symbolized became the battleground for the struggle between patients and medical administrators.

The Institutional Context: Carville in the 1920s and 1930s

Like many “modern” sanitariums, the Carville leprosarium was constructed on a plan in which 12 patient dormitory buildings surrounded a nucleus of hospital, dining, and administration buildings, all overseen by a Medical Officer in Charge (MOC) and his staff of physicians, civil servants, and employees from local communities. This paternalistic, hierarchical, and quasi-military medical structure mirrored the broader medical culture; it also resonated particularly with the local culture in which the plantation continued to shape social relationships, creating stark power differentials between elites and their communities.

But despite the legacies of slavery and discrimination, this unique southern state gave a particular form to the experience of disease-based segregation. Even in the twentieth century, considerable racial mixture and Creole ancestry—a product of early French and Spanish colonization and robust African slave culture—worked to conjoint blacks and whites to some extent; a remarkable host of ethnic cultures flourished, particularly in the southern region from New Orleans up through Carville and Baton Rouge. Although the state was predominantly white, it continued to have one of the largest foreign-born populations in the South, which would shape the experience at Carville.

The Carville population was up to 40 percent foreign-born—with most coming from Mexico, China, and the Philippines; two thirds of all patients were female. A little less than 10 percent of the patients were Black, and while the patient dormitories were racially segregated, the school was not and patients proudly described a long history of institutional integration. Indeed, they claimed that “segregation was more or less discouraged.” For example, one African American man, Ernest Dennis, Jr., who came to Carville as a child in the 1940s, perhaps as late as 1950, explained that “I wasn’t subjected to a lot of things that Negroes are subject to outside. But when I left for four years between ages 12 and 16, it was different. Then, I had to go to an all-colored school which was a change from the integrated school here.” He continues on to describe experiences of discrimination that were completely foreign to him. After readmission to Carville, Ernest was elected as President of the Patients Federation.

Less religious diversity prevailed at Carville. Three quarters of the patients were Catholic. While most of the rest were Protestant, there were several Jews in the patient body. Social class did not necessarily shield individuals from confinement and so patients came from a variety of economic and social backgrounds. Unlike its counterpart on the remote island of Molokai in Hawaii, where leprosy was clearly viewed as a “tropical” disease and its carriers as “racial”
others, those at Carville were always regarded as (and with rare exceptions were) American citizens. 14

But if the need to isolate and stigmatize those with leprosy may have reflected racial assumptions that ran so deep that they remain impossible to analyze based on existing source materials, it also reflected both scientific and popular beliefs that the disease was highly communicable. Then, as now, leprosy’s mode of transmission was something of a mystery, but it is currently understood to be a feebly communicable chronic bacterial infection typically acquired after prolonged childhood exposure in the roughly 10 percent of the population who are susceptible. Thus, while the children of those with leprosy were the most likely to become infected because of prolonged exposure during a period of heightened susceptibility, spouses were only rarely infected. If left untreated, the bacteria might invade an infected individual’s peripheral nerves, skin, upper respiratory tract, and eyes over a period of years or decades. In some people, the disease manifested itself only as rose colored, insensitive patches of skin. In others, it resulted in blindness, disfiguring skin lesions, and deterioration of the bones and cartilage of fingers, toes, ears, and noses, creating the widespread misconception that leprosy caused pieces of the body to rot away and drop off. 15

The authoritarian nature of medicine and public health combined with uncertainty about transmission as well as terrible, possibly racial but decidedly Biblical stigmas associated with the disease to reinforce a set of humiliating rules, established in 1921 when the PHS took over administration of the hospital. These rules stripped all inmates—regardless of race, religion, class, or status—of basic rights. 16 Patients had no telephone. While there was a phone on the “other side” of the privet hedge separating the facilities of the medical personnel and staff, patients were prohibited from using it. If patients needed to make an emergency phone call, they either had to ask a favor of a staff member or abscond and hire an expensive taxi to take them to Baton Rouge and back—all at the risk of being caught and punished. In a state that had one of the most impressive highway systems in the nation by the end of Huey Long’s administration in 1935, there was, by design, no paved road leading to Carville. While short vacations were permitted to 10 patients at any one time—a source of heartbreak at Christmas—they could only travel with the permission of the state health officers at their destinations and had to avoid all public transportation. 17 Only patients from Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi could travel home at all. 18 Finally, though they were US citizens, as they were not necessarily considered local residents, the State of Louisiana denied them the vote.

There was no effective treatment for leprosy prior to the early 1940s and those confined could expect to spend decades of their lives in this federal institution. 19 But for all its penal features and demeaning rules, Carville was not a “total” or “closed” institution. 20 Although the facility was surrounded by a high barbed wire fence with a 24-hour guard, patients regularly “went through the hole in the fence” to hunt or for little jaunts into nearby Baton Rouge. Others simply escaped when they had had enough confinement or when they felt well enough to try making it on the outside. To be sure, the police would attempt to apprehend escapees, but it was a nearly impossible task given that almost no one provided the institution with his or her correct name or address upon admission. 21 The staff fully expected and even encouraged such subterfuge given the great stigma
attached to leprosy. While a few individuals had to be brought to Carville in handcuffs, most came “voluntarily” upon the threat that they would be reported (or the fact that they had been reported) to the health or police departments. Others came out of fear that they might “[infect] the whole city.” Still others entered Carville when deformities caused by the disease could not longer be concealed. Granting patients anonymity was a means of winning their trust and cooperation.

Isolation, as already noted, was not absolute. Patients were granted yearly leave if they came from selected nearby states and, although the facility was difficult to access, families and even friends could visit regularly. Particularly during the 1940s, as Carville received national publicity (almost exclusively thanks to the tireless efforts of the patients themselves to demystify leprosy), the institution became a kind of tourist attraction. Curious Americans from all over the nation paid visits to Carville and received patient-guided tours of the grounds, sometimes leading to the formation of fast friendships. They might attend a baseball game between the Carville team and one of the local leagues, a tournament on the patients’ nine hole golf course, or even a dance—big events, often featuring a band from New Orleans. Such social events, organized with the assistance of family or friends, attracted not only patients but also staff and locals.

While each incoming patient was assigned a room in one of the men’s or women’s dormitories, as they made friends patients could negotiate for new placements. In some instances an entire dormitory building, which contained 12 private rooms and one communal bath on each floor, was occupied by mutual friends. Each “house” developed its own particular character over time, much like a sorority or fraternity. Some had a reputation for trouble-making, others for hospitality, still others for a particular ethnic membership. A handful of patients abandoned the dormitories altogether. Reflecting the “self-built suburbs” phenomenon that began to characterize private housing construction, often on a mail-order basis, in the second and even third decades of the twentieth century, Carville patients constructed cottages at the back of the 361 acre property as early as the 1920s. Some were merely chicken coops, hunting lodges, or other types of shanties that patients had erected or converted, ostensibly with the permission of the MOC. Others were substantial structures. By the mid-1930s, motivated patients had built a dozen frame homes with hot and cold water, gas, electricity, and sewage. They sometimes purchased materials with their own money and sometimes just collected enough materials, like discarded sinks or toilets, by scrounging through the institution's dump. If the patient could make the connections, the PHS would donate the water, electricity, and gas. Some of these structures were suitable for year-round living, others for occupation only during the summer months or only as a retreat during the day. When they either became too infirm to reside in the cottages or left Carville after obtaining a medical discharge—achieved by running negative blood tests for the Hansen’s bacillus for 12 consecutive months—those owning the cottages might rent or sell them to another patient.

The cottages completed the little community, which, by the 1920s, held within “its confines . . . churches, shops, a theater, a morgue, the little cemetery, even a jail. Operating inside its fences [were] all the activities of a tiny city.” The extent to which patients exerted autonomy in the organization of their personal
and community lives was remarkable in an era of medical paternalism and deference to scientific authority.\textsuperscript{29}

Building Carville’s Suburbs: Therapeutics and Social Transformation in the 1940s

Prior to the early 1940s, the sole treatment for leprosy was Chaulmoogra oil—a foul smelling and largely ineffective tree extract that patients could opt to take either orally (at the price of extreme nausea) or by injection (at the risk of developing painful local abscesses). Just a year before the attack on Pearl Harbor, Dr. Guy Faget took command as MOC. Less of an administrator and more of a bench scientist than his predecessors, Faget brought Carville into a new era of therapeutic experimentation. First on his agenda were trials with diphtheria antitoxin.\textsuperscript{30} In 1941 and 1942, experiments with sulfa drugs began. In 1941, Faget also began trials with a new class of sulfones.\textsuperscript{31} The sulfones—first Promin and then Diasone—resulted in marked improvement in early cases within several months; within two to three years many patients were being discharged as bacteriologically negative.\textsuperscript{32}

In a climate of medical triumph, Dr. Faget would begin to stress the importance of patient compliance in a series of articles, which appeared monthly from August 1942 to May 1943 in the patient newspaper: “The greatest cooperation of the patient with his physician is most conducive to a happy outcome. . . . [I]f he does not conscientiously follow medical advice and avoid conduct detrimental to his physical condition, he is obstructing his progress towards improvement.” Indeed, the MOC cautioned, “‘The surly bird catches the germ.’” Thus, without imposing any hard and fast rules, Faget expressed a new desire to regiment the sleeping patterns, recreation, and meal consumption of patients—all toward the end of arresting their disease in “the modern leprosarium.”\textsuperscript{33}

The effort to extend medical control to meals carried particular significance. As one inmate observed, “There has always been an exaggerated interest in food in Carville. Many patients look[ed] no further ahead than the next meal. Once eaten, its merits or demerits [were] endlessly discussed until it [was] time for the next one.” The cafeteria food had always been a source of bitter complaints amongst the patients, not only because of its quality but also because of the regimentation the dining schedule imposed on their lives. The institutional evening meal, for instance, was truly an early-bird special, served at 4:00. Since the late nineteenth century, people had begun to eat dinner later and later, particularly for meals viewed as entertainment. New Yorkers, for example, dined at around 7:00—and that was early by national standards.\textsuperscript{34}

Thus there was a long tradition of patients preparing their own meals in the dorms or cottages. The ability to eat later, “at a civilized hour,” represented more than convenience or reprieve from culinary oppression. It gave patients who had every reason to expect that they might well never leave Carville a modicum of relief from institutional life: “For a little while every evening we almost forgot Hansen’s bacillus.”\textsuperscript{35} But meal preparation and consumption also had meanings firmly rooted in wider regional and national culture.

Despite its declining importance in the 1920s and 1930s, meal cooking had survived the age of mass production and consumption to remain “the central rit-
ual of housekeeping” that took place in “the most important arena for women’s creativity,” the kitchen. For example, a Catholic girl of old French New Orleans stock who loved Mardi Gras, adored dancing, and eagerly anticipated her marriage to a medical student, Betty Martin’s dreams were shattered in 1928 when she was admitted Carville at the age of 19. Alienated from the other patients during the early weeks of confinement, Betty initially took her cafeteria food and hurried away to eat it in seclusion. But Betty quickly learned that “The most important hour of any day was between five and six, when the majority of ladies and their ‘boy friends’ sat down to meals” that the woman “had probably struggled to prepare. Cooking in the rooms was grudgingly tolerated, but nothing could discourage the cooks. Nearly everyone wanted to fix something special for supper,” and with a cheap electric hot plate easily accessible from the Sears Roebuck catalogue one would quickly “[learn] the art of ‘Carville cookery.’ ”

In some respects, cooking and dining at Carville retained nineteenth century traditions. Meals also reflected the persistence of regional dining cuisines and cultures, limited as their preparation might have been by the hotplate. New Orleans, with its French, Creole, and Cajun cooking traditions, had not succumbed to the national trend toward lighter, simpler, less savory, but more convenient fare that was beginning to characterize national eating patterns. For the many men and women confined in Carville at the prime of their youth—the time in which Hansen’s disease typically became manifest—the preparation and consumption of food at Carville represented a means of creating and sustaining a sense of solidarity and social life.

Faget, however, did not prohibit the independent cooking that was pervasive at Carville. Indeed, his administration, like those before it, implicitly supported the practice. Patients who had jobs within the institution or who simply had the money might purchase food items from the patient owned and operated canteen. The PHS allowed patients to grow gardens—commonplace at Carville both for the meal supplementation and sociality they offered. Further, the PHS itself issued “raw rations” of flour, milk, eggs, meat, and other basic food supplies to any who requested them. But if Faget did not deny them the right to prepare their own meals, he persistently sought to dissuade them from doing so. He explained that nutrition “ranks high in the treatment of Hansen’s disease.” [Emphasis added.] Meal preparation was a “science” best left to trained experts “to supervise in every modern hospital.” The patient’s role, Faget advised, was to refrain from supplementing cafeteria food and to “learn to eat of everything that is served.”

There was a time when patients did not balk even at harsher efforts to alter their private rituals. In 1935, for example, a new MOC forbade males from entering females’ rooms. His goal was to bring an end to sexual liaisons, but, more visibly, he disrupted the practice of private couples dining. In the context of the Depression, however, notions of society’s obligations to the dependent shaped the patient response. While the “leper” who resisted confinement might be regarded as criminal, those who accepted confinement for the sake of the public’s health fulfilled their duty as citizens. In return for fulfilling this obligation, Carville offered its inmates absolute security. Shelter, food, clothing, and medical care were guaranteed to all patients by the State, regardless of race or social class. The medical paternalism that prevailed at Carville was consistent
with a broader vision of the universal rights of citizens as they were formulated from the Progressive era through the years of the Depression and into the New Deal. Deep-rooted sensibilities about what the rights of citizenship meant, then, gave patients a sense of entitlement to having food provided for them, but not necessarily to cooking it for themselves. Without complaint, the Carville population readily and creatively accommodated themselves to the situation in the 1930s: “The traditional candlelight suppers à deux in the woman’s room had to be modified to meet a new order, but they were not given up. The card table was merely dragged into the open doorway, the man seated in the hallway outside the room, and the woman opposite him, inside the room where she had access to the hot plate and larder.”

But in the war-time context, the response of patients would be shaped by the therapeutic advances as well as new social and political values. While the sulfones initially heightened the patients’ sense of reaping the benefits of a paternalistic Welfare State that provided for the needs of the most vulnerable, patients’ hope for recovery also interacted with changing notions of the rights and obligations of citizenship, deepening a sense of autonomy and instilling a new willingness to challenge and critique. The war witnessed the beginnings of what George Lipsitz calls “a fundamental revolution in economic, social, and cultural life.” A new articulation of the idea of freedom was the thread tying these transformations together.

In 1941, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt helped to give prominence to civil rights in his articulation of four “essential human freedoms”: freedom of speech, freedom of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear. If American business argued that free enterprise represented a fifth essential freedom, another candidate in the mind of this president paralyzed by polio might have been freedom from disease. The essential point is that while some of “Four Freedoms” played on older Depression-era themes of freedom from want and freedom from fear, others began to promote increasing attention to fundamental civil rights.

The changing atmosphere helped to inspire the civil rights movement as racial segregation and discrimination became increasingly difficult to justify in a nation battling Nazi tyranny and racism; it also brought to an end patient tolerance for the long-prevailing conditions at Carville.

Underscoring the importance of the intersection of therapeutic and social change, patients explained that the new therapy “meant living to many—not so much from a life or death point of view, but rather ‘Master of My Fate Living.’ ”

A sense of outrage began to replace that of privilege and gratitude: patients saw a right to exert a degree of control over their care and their general treatment within Carville. In the early days of sulfone therapy, for example, Betty Martin would write “Only in American could a hospital like this be found, where we sick are treated by our government, not as the least among men, but as the best.” But as they began to feel better and consider the possibility of a medical discharge, patients began deeply to resent that they were “still being treated very much like inmates of a penal institution.” Carville was rapidly morphing from hospital to prison in the eyes of the patients.

By the winter of 1942, Faget—feeling the increase in confidence and autonomy amongst his medical charges—complained of “a tendency for [the patient] to become too sure of himself. After years of hospitalization he may feel that he
knows as much about his condition as the doctor does." New patients should be on guard against "old-timers," Faget warned, and refuse "to be influenced by them, led astray. . . . " Living a "normal life" under PHS authority did not prevent patients from "indulging" in recreation and activities, reading and going to movies, cooking their own meals. But it did require always limiting activities in accordance with medical advice. In Faget's conception of care, then, the patient subjected himself or herself completely to the authority of medicine. As a signal of exactly who was in charge at Carville, Faget reminded patients of the 11 official PHS Rules and Regulations promulgated when the PHS first took control of the hospital in 1921. These rules, said Faget, were still in effect and patients would be wise to familiarize themselves with them.

This time, it was activism rather than accommodation that characterized the patient response. Faget, in attempting to shore up medical hegemony, "stirred up a veritable hornet's nest" amongst the Carville population, who in turn sought to circumscribe the medical sphere of authority within the institution, to push the pendulum toward Carville as home. They saw little of value in any of the rules—"replete with such words and phrases as quarantine, apprehension, detention, isolation or restraint"—and immediately began demanding that the PHS revise or revoke the lot. But those confined focused their challenge on the rule that most defined the Carville social and domestic order as being under the control of medicine: "Patients shall on no account visit the quarters of patients of the opposite sex without permission of the medical officer in charge. Visiting between patients of the opposite sex shall be permitted in the appointed visiting place only at such hours as may be set aside for that purpose." It was not simply the case that patients wished to have this rule revoked: they upped the ante and vehemently demanded official housing for married couples.

Although it had a history dating back at least to the 1890s, the suburban home and home life stood at the center of the wartime transformation in notions of freedom; it was during this period that dreams of homeownership appeared achievable for all Americans. Thus, Eric Foner explains that "Even more than in the past, homeownership became an American creed." The home, particularly the suburban home, represented the promise of egalitarianism and democracy within the broader society. It represented domestic living, privacy, and independence. This social transformation also gripped the Carville patient population, who likewise wished to be treated and regarded as resident citizens, not merely as dependent "patients." They sought the right to create a "traditional" suburban space within an institution: they sought a space where the PHS had no authority, no control.

The patients' focus on the dozen or so married couples who lived at Carville did not mean that single adults were excluded. The leader of the movement for married couple housing was, after all, Stanley Stein. Stanley—a confirmed bachelor whose editorials in The Star, the widely-read Carville patient newspaper, eventually helped to spark a curious romance with Tallulah Bankhead—owned a cottage and, indeed, suggested that he lived with a female patient (who left him for another after Stanley repeatedly rejected her proposals of matrimony). Many single patients maintained intimate relationships at Carville and owned many of the private cottages. Even married patients with spouses on the outside were often coupled with other patients, single or married. So, if food was one
of the preoccupations at Carville, sex was the other. Remarkably, all sexual relationships were tolerated even by the most conservative of the patient body. Betty Martin, for example, was initially repelled by the idea of going on an unchaperoned date, much less sex out of wedlock or even sex for any purpose other than procreation. But, with time, this devout Catholic became deeply sympathetic: “segregation was responsible for evils and temptations which those not penned together and bearing a common stigma can ever know.” Unusual hardship merited acceptance of unusual domestic rights.

Reflecting both enthusiasm for the housing boom and a profound desire to attain her own freedom, Betty Martin penned a poem from her dorm room in Carville entitled “Yearning.” It captured her dream of home ownership with her husband Harry, who lived in a men’s dormitory. Its recurring line invoked her longing for “A place to call my very own.” First published in The Star in 1945, before the year’s end it was reprinted in newspapers, college bulletins, and religious pamphlets across the country, drawing national attention to Carville and an avalanche of letters from well-wishers to Betty, whose message had truly “hit home.” Betty spoke to her desire for her release so that she and Harry might acquire the home of their dreams, but she also expressed a widely-shared desire for domestic privacy. The patients’ goal was “to get the ‘institution’ out of” Carville. As one patient who owned a cottage explained to the MOC, the infirmary “is the hospital but out there (pointing to the patients’ cottages) is our home.”

Residents thus strengthened and, indeed, invested with new meaning preexisting boundaries between home and hospital, individual and community lives and institutional routine. As Americans fought to free other nations from oppression and as information and propaganda regarding Japanese prison camps and Nazi concentration camps began to accumulate, more and more veterans who had fought in the Pacific, where leprosy was endemic, were confined at Carville. Thus, the Carville population began to see itself as not just one that served society by taking extreme measures to prevent the spread of a disease; it increasingly viewed itself as a population that had risked life and limb for the liberty of others and deserved the same rewards. Understanding that veterans were regarded as deserving of “every consideration,” and motivated by the same set of circumstances that spurred Blacks who had served in the military to bristle anew at racial segregation, discrimination, and violence upon return to American society, patients skillfully used stories of those who had served in World War II only to find themselves “imprisoned” at Carville to underscore the injustices of compulsory isolation.

At Carville, the attack on confinement would dovetail with the suburban domestic ideal, underscoring the extent to which the kitchen-centered suburban home provided a space for the political and cultural spheres to merge. Gertrude Hornbostel, who had come to Carville in 1946 under her own name amidst great national publicity as her military husband fought unsuccessfully for the right to live in the institution with her, cited meals and privacy—central domestic rights—as key losses that she faced upon confinement. Although not a veteran, she had accompanied her husband to the Philippines, was taken prisoner there, and was held for nearly three years in a Japanese concentration camp where she had only narrowly escaped execution. Was she, who had endured so much, truly expected to be grateful for “Standing in line for your food and hav-
ing it slapped on your tray so that you can carry it off on your shirt front? Or using the same bathroom facilities with the 13 other patients that live in your house.\textsuperscript{64} Thus, the patient challenge to the institution, which reached a national audience, began to coalesce around the home in general and the kitchen in particular, mirroring the growing prominence of the political dimensions of suburban domesticity as a powerful democratic ideal.\textsuperscript{65}

Carville patients shifted their focus from the dormitory rooms—the outfitting and decoration of which had occupied attention from the Depression through the war years—to the patient-constructed cottages,\textsuperscript{66} the number of which would double between the mid-1940s and mid-1950s.\textsuperscript{67} In “Cottage Grove,” Anglo, Chinese, Mexican, and Filipino home owners lived as neighbors. Some of the cottage owners were single, but most were married. It was after his marriage to another patient-resident in 1948, for example, that Johnny Harmon, despite quite limited finances, determined that he must build a home of his own to make “life more complete” and “normal.” The image of their dwelling that he preserved in his self-published memoir featured his wife in the kitchen. (Figures 1 and 2.) Thus, the home, in general, and the ability to cook and dine at leisure, in particular, began to represent not simply a fleeting escape from the monotony of confinement, but attainment of “normal living.”\textsuperscript{68}

The patients referred explicitly, though certainly with a touch of poignant irony, to the cottages as being in “the suburbs.”\textsuperscript{69} Invariably, as a means of underscoring the suburban domestic ideal (but also decidedly distinguishing it from a broader American norm of meals “covered with mayonnaise and whipped cream” that were “so white, and so creamy \[they\] might have been planned at a

\textbf{Figure 1}

Johnny Harmon used an old storage shed, purchased from another patient for $100, as the basis for his home. Some of the materials he purchased, others, like windows, doors, a tub, and sinks, he salvaged from the institution’s junk pile. He invested a total of $1,800 in the structure. Source: Johnny Harmon, \textit{King of the Microbes} (2000). Courtesy of Anne Harmon Brett and Johnny C. Harmon.
Figure 2


cooking school”), residents described the decidedly “coarse” ethnic delights of someone’s “real Italian spaghetti” or the smells that “fill the air with the pleasant scent of herbs and spices unheard of in any of the hospitals kitchens.” Descriptions of “home life” were replete with references not just to cooking, but to a sort of gourmet cooking that, even if it came off of a hot plate, did not come out of a can (unless it was the patients themselves who had done the canning). Whatever the reality of segregation, patients promoted a pluralistic, democratic, egalitarian vision of the suburban community at Carville.

The Carville Kitchen: “One of the touchiest subjects”

Given their interests in veterans, particularly those confined in Carville, one of the long-time supporters of the entire patient population at the institution was the Louisiana chapter of the American Legion. Indeed, they had established a Legion post at Carville and a number of patients were members. Watson B. Miller, once the Legion’s National Rehabilitation Director who had taken a personal interest in many of the Carville veterans, was now head of the Fed-
eral Security Agency (FSA), which, at that time, housed the PHS. The Legionnaires used their 1945 National Convention to propose that the Surgeon General appoint an Advisory Committee on Leprosy. They used their influence within the FSA to achieve this and ensure that the organization would take seriously Carville patient proposals for change. The patients were happy to oblige and developed 15 recommendations for the committee to consider.  

In 1946, the committee overwhelmingly and enthusiastically endorsed all of the changes that the patients requested; but it lacked the power to do anything but advise the Surgeon General. The most radical of the patient demands, ending compulsory confinement and providing for outpatient treatment, would require not only federal action and funding but also legislation on the part of most states, each of which had its own isolation laws for communicable diseases. Other demands, like housing for married couples, required federal funding. But others, such as liberalizing enforcement of the PHS rules and regulations, might be more readily attainable if the PHS were amenable.  

And, indeed, a new hospital administration moved swiftly to make Carville "as much like a natural community as possible and to eliminate all unnecessary functions of an institutional character." The new MOC, Dr. Frederick Johansen, had been responsible for the day to day treatment of patients since 1924. Like the other PHS officers stationed at Carville, he lived on the grounds and, despite the segregation of living quarters, was very much a part of the community. Johansen did not hesitate to give his charges, whom he viewed as friends and neighbors, greater means to travel and communicate with family, associates, and others on the outside. The barbed wire atop the fence enclosing Carville was removed and the road to the institution paved, and it was during this period that the state of Louisiana granted patients the vote.  

But the first set of patient demands emerged during or immediately after the Second World War. As the Cold War, in general, and the spirit of intolerance epitomized by the inquiries of the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) and Senator Joseph McCarthy, in particular, began to grip national and domestic politics, the space for protest and dissent would become decidedly more cramped. Patient demands had fallen on highly receptive and sympathetic ears. The progressive if incremental changes at Carville were largely discretionary on the part of Johansen; the federal rules governing patient conduct in Carville remained unchanged—they were simply ignored. In short, the hierarchical authority of the PHS remained firmly intact. Indeed, it was precisely such authority that allowed a benevolent response on the part of the MOC. While recognizing that "during the present regime the medical aspect rather than the penal is now being stressed," Carville residents understood that, unless revised or revoked, the federal rules could "be twisted to meet the particular whims of the MOC who may be in charge, in whom, like other rules, it invests absolute authority."  

The residents were prescient, and in 1953 the community found its rights under siege when Carville's beloved "Dr. Jo" reached the age of mandatory retirement. The 65-year-old father figure was replaced by Dr. Edward M. Gordon, a native of Louisiana who felt bound by a sense of science and what it dictated as well as the supremacy of medical authority. While the patients and much of the medical community, like the former MOC, strongly believed that isolation
was not the appropriate strategy for controlling leprosy given the infrequency with which it was transmitted, medical opinion was divided. Others felt that the uncertainty regarding disease transmission warranted continuation of isolation and, indeed, a new severity in enforcing it. As they played out in Carville, the public health and medical debates about whether to relax or tighten isolation for leprosy stood in eerie parallel to the mounting resistance to racial integration on the part of southern states in the wake of the 1954 Supreme Court decision in Brown v Board of Education. But if the “Southern Manifesto” represented a political commitment on the part of a coalition of southern states to resist Black integration by “any lawful means,” within the realm of science and medicine outright coercion would be somewhat tempered by persuasion.

In an attempt to minimize casual contact between the infected and healthy, the new MOC “advised” hospital staff and officers to cease fraternizing with patients. But while there could be some discretion regarding casual contact on the part of those paid to work with the infected, there would be less tolerance for such contact with the general population. The regular baseball games between patients and local teams that had for decades drawn spectators from the region were quickly brought to an end. Further, Gordon prohibited dancing between patients and non-patients, even married couples, at the weekend dances held at Carville.

Gordon thus sought to purify the institution and place policy on a scientific footing: to remove individuals who were not “patients,” to segregate more strictly those who remained, and to restore institutional order and medical authority—that is, put patients in their place. The civilian hospital personnel, who received “hazard pay” for working at Carville and who had long feared losing the salary bonus if the disease was not perceived to be highly contagious, enthusiastically supported Gordon. Picking up on Gordon’s cues, they circulated a petition asking, “‘Do you want the patients to run the hospital instead of the doctors?’” In short, there was no question in Gordon’s mind that Carville was a hospital and not a home.

Gordon immediately and forcibly discharged all able-bodied “cases” who had run negative test results for 12 months or longer; he invited the partially and permanently disabled who were negative to leave. (Such cases were typically, and ironically, referred to as clinically “arrested.” Sulfone therapy did not represent a cure for leprosy. A patient might run negative tests for several years and then reactivate.) Many of these individuals had been at Carville for a decade or longer and often had not maintained contact with their families. For example, long-time patient and Star co-editor Ann Page’s first husband had divorced her after she was diagnosed with leprosy and sent to Carville. Hers was a familiar story. Family members frequently severed all ties with Carville exiles, leaving even children to wonder what had happened to a parent. In other cases, “lives had become ‘institutionalized.’”

Gordon further attacked what Alice Kessler-Harris describes as “economic citizenship,” which emphasized the right to work. Even those who did not face mandatory discharge found themselves threatened within Carville: many were let go from their part-time hospital-based jobs and replaced by civil servants or locals. Gordon compounded this injury when, in 1955, he announced that husbands and wives could not both hold jobs within the institution.
The Carville family was based on an equality of the sexes that had roots in leprosy as a disease as well as in working and middle class life. Each partner in the couple understood the stigma of leprosy and entered their unions with a particular sense of commonality. "It was wonderful to be with someone loved who shared one's secret," explained Betty Martin. "There was no watching against slips of the tongue or being hurt and wondering just what had been meant by some careless remark." Reflecting this equality, while Carville residents as a whole earned less than citizens from nearby communities for doing the same jobs, all of those confined received equal pay for equal work regardless of gender.

Elaine Tyler May argues that Depression—the era in which many of the couples were originally sent to Carville—and world war "laid the foundations for a commitment to a stable home life, but they also opened the way for a radical restructuring of the family." May asserts that the Depression made possible "a new type of family based on shared breadwinning and equality of the sexes" in addition to a more traditional model based on distinct sex roles in which the father was the wage earner.

On the one hand, we can read Carville—a semi-closed institution—as allowing an alternative model of the family that differed from the prevailing middle class norm of working father and stay-at-home housewife to persist into the 1950s. For example, Betty Martin explained that while she and Harry always read papers and followed US and world events, Carville kept them in a world apart: "The youngsters with whom we had shared the era of jazz were now middle-aged citizens with homes and growing children. They had advanced normally through two decades that had seen many changes, including a world war. Harry and I had stood still during those years, like enchanted people."

But, on the other hand, we can also see in Carville reflections of the story about American families, both middle and working class. While provided with food, shelter, and clothing, most if not all partners in Carville marriages tended to work as patient orderlies, laboratory technicians or assistants, dormitory attendants (janitors), or in some other semi-skilled, caring, or laboring position. In order to save any money in the event of discharge, both men and women had to work. Therefore, it took both partners to build up even very modest savings. Betty and Harry, for example, accumulated $7,000 in savings and war bonds during their two decades within Carville, which also included what they had earned in four years on the lamb, when they lived first with their families and then together after their marriage while they worked in New Orleans. Any children that couples bore while at Carville had to be cared for outside of the institution: no one under the age of 20 was allowed onto institutional grounds unless infected. Parents, while they did their best to provide financial assistance, had to rely on family, friends, or other caregivers to raise their children. Therefore, those couples (and singles) who did have unplanned children worked to pay for their care on the outside.

Within Carville's homes, men and women also shared domestic tasks. Major Hans Hornbostel, a World War II veteran and survivor of the Bataan death march, had accompanied his wife Gertrude to Louisiana when she was diagnosed with leprosy and confined. Although he was formally allowed to remain within
the institution only during visiting hours (each evening he exited through the main gates only to come back in through the “hole in the fence” and then secret himself out again at dawn), the military couple purchased a small cottage on the hospital grounds. Gertrude explained that husband Hans “does most of the housecleaning, dishwashing and other odd jobs. . . . He does quite a bit of the cooking too. . . .” The Hornbostels were hardly the only couples who defied conventional norms. A cartoon that ran in The Star pictured a husband and wife sitting together, both knitting. The artist commented that “Some of us had strange hobbies. My friend Louis Bodreaux baked the most delicious cakes,” underscoring the extent to which individuals at Carville understood expected gender roles. Because leprosy left individuals with different levels of disability, if a couple wanted a private home, the man often simply had no choice but to cook, clean, and perform other domestic chores.99

Gordon's prohibitions on the two-family income thus cut to the very core of the marital egalitarianism and economic citizenship that had taken strong hold at Carville.100 Gordon threatened to strike further at Carville marriages when he determined that the patient-constructed facilities were government property—a matter of much concern among the residents even before Gordon's intentions became evident. The cottages not only provided domestic privacy but also represented the rewards of economic citizenship. Residents had either paid for the cottages to be built or purchased them from the original builders. Further, they had added wiring, plumbing, and all appliances and furnishings at their own expense. The cottages were the residents' primary if not sole investment.101 They were also central to the physical wellbeing of some. For example, Stanley Stein argued that if he were to lose his cottage he would have to give up the convenience of paying a patient orderly and go live in one of the “blind dormitories,” where a dozen or more visually impaired individuals were cared for by a single attendant.

In 1956, apparently resolving not only the question of who owned the cottages but also what constituted appropriate living accommodations for both single individuals and married couples, the United States House of Representatives appropriated $25,000 to purchase the homes from the patients.102 As part of this federal compensation plan, patients understood that their cottages, once taken over by the government, would be thoroughly renovated and that each couple or individual would eventually return. Evoking World War II or perhaps even Cold War imagery, the residents declared that news of the Gordon administration's decision to raze the cottages, move all the couples into kitchenless apartments, eliminate the distribution of “raw rations” for those who wished to cook for themselves, and ban cooking at the institution altogether “fell like a bomb.”103

Gordon, taking his cues from the larger culture in which both the efficiency of the modern kitchen was promoted as reducing the workload of housewives and eating out was becoming a family affair often instigated by women, reasoned that certainly women would not mind being relieved of the burden of cooking.104 A PHS information officer combined this rationale with the familiar medical one: “Food is an important part of the therapy of this disease, and I want the diet supervised. I feel we can feed you better in the dining room.”105

While the assaults on Carville residents were many and residents would protest all of the policy changes, the community focused its resistance on the PHS
attempt to eliminate the kitchens, which lay at the heart of a conception of what we might call “domestic” citizenship and the achievement of “everyday” rights that made Carville livable on a day-to-day basis: the freedom to make decisions about when to eat, what to eat, what to wear, which movies to watch, where to live. Given the profound distrust for dissent and emphasis on conformity that characterized the 1950s, and in keeping with the careful precedent of promoting rather than defying American values set by the Civil Rights movement, Carville patients carefully and precisely marshaled beliefs about the home as representing “the center of freedom.”

For Gordon, who viewed Carville strictly as a hospital, the desire to cook for oneself remained unfathomable: “A lot of you seem to be of the opinion,” he told the residents at a public meeting on the subject of cottages and cooking, “that if you are not living in a house [you] cannot get along too well. The fact that you are married does not make it impossible for you not to live in a house on a hospital diet.” A resident retorted, “If you had a chance to live in a home or a hotel room, in which would you live?” But Gordon, ignoring the question, persisted: “I do not understand why you cannot get along without a kitchen after you are married. I do not know what prevents you from eating in the dining room.” The residents, in a discussion that was rapidly deteriorating into a shouting match with emotions running high and tempers flaring, tried to explain to the PHS officers that meals were not just at the center of life for the 17 married couples whose housing was most immediately threatened, but at the lives of all of the residents. Although they might also avail themselves of the cafeteria, all but the disabled cooked in their rooms and, “When anybody in Carville goes out to dine, he goes to somebody's house.” The residents tried to convey the significance of their suburbs with the language of African American liberation: living in the cottages was “like being emancipated.”

Flatly rejecting the language of rights, Gordon countered that the patients “had no right to build” the cottages in the first place and no right to cook in their room. He condemned the liberality of previous MOCs: once you “condone and authorize things because you are sympathetic, first thing you know it becomes a right.” The PHS was also concerned that private accommodations with a kitchen might encourage patient marriages, a custom tolerated but frowned on at Carville. Gordon reportedly jumped up at a public meeting and, pounding his fists on the table in a fit of rage, shouted: “For some strange reason you think because you are married you have to live in a private cottage and have your meals there. You married since you came here, you didn't come here married. Why do you think you have to have separate cottages and your food apart from the other patients?” Gordon was not simply a petty tyrant bearing down on a group of vulnerable individuals. He was, rather, a man of science who held a very different vision of how the world at Carville—a hospital—should be organized. Domestcity may have represented a democratic ideal, but it had no place in the world of institutional politics.

No appeal would move Gordon: the cottages would come down and married couples would be transferred to apartments. He would make only one small concession: four couples could share a refrigerator to keep cokes or maybe small
snacks cold. Although the refrigerator had become representative of middle class suburban attainment, the residents protested that this simply would not do. The MOC attempted to adopt the posture of a benevolent but stern patriarch scolding a child and replied that if they were “mature” about it they could manage. One thing was certain: “You will not be cooking in the apartment.”

The residents were equally adamant: “This is the last straw.” Darryl Broussard, President of the Patient’s Federation—a representative, elected body of the Carville population that had long handled residents’ funds and had begun to serve as its formal political voice in 1932—declared that the situation had “reached the point . . . where the patients have no confidence in or respect for the MOC.” The Patient’s Federation campaigned actively for Gordon’s removal from Carville. For his part, Gordon dismissed the patient body: “There is nothing to the Federation.”

In protest, the Federation cancelled all community activities. Although likely to be lost on an administration that did not recognize the residents as a community with rights, the refusal to participate in community life was a bold move equivalent to a sit-down. It was certainly influenced by the civil rights struggles over bus segregation taking place in nearby New Orleans and Shreveport beginning in 1956 and continuing into 1957. But it did not simply copy the efforts of Blacks: indeed, although a tactic first pioneered by labor earlier in the century and in northern cities by civil rights activists during the war, the sit-in would not become a hallmark of the civil rights movement until the 1960 Greensboro lunch-counter sit-in. Carville was also swept up in the same social and political currents that made broader acts of civil disobedience possible. Said Broussard, “The cancellations will continue until they give us back what they took away from us.” What had been taken was not simply housing, but the hard-earned domestic citizenship it represented: freedom from medical authority, patient privacy, and a degree of patient independence in daily routines.

Carville residents retained a lawyer and in August 1956 contacted their Congressman, Otto E. Passman, who came to talk to the boycotters and assess the situation for himself. Passman, a member of the House Appropriations Committee and the first US Congressman to visit Carville, sided with the residents, whom he regarded as citizens, taxpayers, and, now, voters deserving of the same rights and having the same legitimate desires as any of his constituents. Shortly after Passman returned to Washington, D.C., Dr. Gordon “requested” and was granted a transfer, though it was clear that the patients had forced the PHS to replace him. The ultimate success of the patient effort to regain their housing reflected the triumph of domesticity as a social and political ideology in the larger 1950s society.

In the post-Gordon era, while PHS officials continued to regard the idea of patient “cottages” with some incredulity and even condescension, there would be no more denying the residents interests in domestic privacy and certainly no denying them their kitchen-centered homes. While one officer continued to question whether the residents “really needed completely private accommodations including” not only kitchens but also baths, the PHS acknowledged that “the patients flatly rejected” Gordon’s apartment plan with the shared refrigerator on the “grounds that they would be losing their privacy;” therefore, “no
plan should be presented to the patients which in any way subtracts from their privacy.\textsuperscript{121}

Thus, the new plan, carried out between 1957 and 1960, provided for the destruction of all but one cottage—“Chateau Simon,” a converted chicken coop that was nonetheless up to snuff in terms of electricity, plumbing, and infrastructural integrity—and the construction of 10 new fully apportioned detached brick cottages and one complex “with plush housekeeping apartments.”\textsuperscript{122} Together the units housed 22 married couples.\textsuperscript{123} (Figures 3 and 4.) The “push-button kitchen, built-in range and oven” was featured in a special edition of \textit{The Star} documenting the triumphal return of residents to “a real home” in suburbia; and, of course, interviews with the proud new residents began in the kitchen.\textsuperscript{124}

To be sure, the changes at Carville were influenced by many of the same factors that began to erode the stability of the notion that institutionalization was most appropriate for mental illness. As was the case with the sulfones, new therapies and successes with early intervention and treatment in community outpatient clinics in the post-war period were significant. These triumphs intersected with a decline in the Depression-era certainty that the State was responsible for social welfare and security and public exposes on the weaknesses of institutional care to bring an end to the era of institutionalization.\textsuperscript{125} But while we can understand the changes that took place at Carville in the post-war period as being of a piece with the larger movement toward deinstitutionalization that began to

\textbf{Figure 3}

In the post-Gordon era, the PHS erected 10 new detached cottages for married couples in suburbia. Stanley Stein, \textit{The Star}'s bachelor editor was permitted to occupy the one old cottage allowed to remain standing. Source: \textit{The Star}, Sept.–Oct. 1960, courtesy New York Academy of Medicine.

gather steam in the 1950s and come to fruition in the 1960s and 1970s, Carville also stood apart from that movement. The goal at Carville had been to recreate the institution—to realize within its walls a broader set of social and cultural transformations—not to topple it.

"Then there was the kitchen:" After Carville

In the wake of the kitchen wars, *The Star* commented that the victory “comes at a strange time, when the hospital’s patient census is at its lowest in many years.” The right to maintain a private domestic life became far less consequential as more and more patients—both “old timers” and newly admitted cases—accepted medical discharge as the therapeutic promise of the early 1940s was fulfilled. Residents once again became patients to be treated and made comfortable.

In 1957 a new MOC, Dr. Edgar Bernard Johnwick, without raising any eyebrows announced that “The cottages will be assigned or reassigned to patients by the medical officer in charge in the same manner as other patients’ living quarters. . . . The MOC, at his discretion, may terminate assignments to cottages and reassign the occupants to other quarters.” Housing would be “dispensed” on
a therapeutic basis. Decisions about whether a couple was healthy enough to carry on light housekeeping or whether husband and wife belonged in an apartment or even in separate dormitories were now strictly medical. Thus, while patients felt that they had thwarted administration plans to "make this hospital 'strictly institutional,'" the triumph in the kitchen battles coincided with the dawn of a new hospital era at Carville.\textsuperscript{127} In short, patients could no longer exercise their discretion about living accommodations, could not take the initiative to build cottages, and could no longer sell or rent their property. In part, patients accepted the new regime because they had already won what they wanted: the housing and an alternative institutional way of life. But as patients left, as Carville traveled in the direction of becoming just a hospital, the impetus for maintaining solidarity evaporated. Within Carville, then, the kitchen became just a kitchen—an accoutrement that made hospitalization more convenient and less burdensome but that had no implications for the patient’s status as a rights-bearing citizen.\textsuperscript{128}

On the outside, the kitchen would remain central to the former residents’ conceptions of citizenship. In the early 1950s, for example, Betty and Harry Martin, after nearly two decades of confinement in Carville, were able to purchase their first small home with the proceeds from Betty’s biography, an international bestseller. After describing the beautiful wooded property, Betty wrote in delight and even disbelief, "Then there was the kitchen. It was the only room we furnished completely right away, and I don’t think any kitchen has ever been loved so much. I never come into it without a feeling of joy, and to us it is the heart of home and the source of health and much happiness." For Betty Martin, the kitchen remained a meaningful emblem of citizenship: “Only a person who has spent almost twenty years cooking furtive meals on a hot plate set on a window ledge could appreciate our well-furnished kitchen. . . .”\textsuperscript{129} Certainly their kitchen represented a luxury and convenience. But it also necessarily represented freedom from both State and scientific intrusion.

By the 1960s, while the Cold War intensified, the McCarthy era and limits on the ability to sharply critique America and its political ideology came to an end. As historian Mary Dudziak explains, "the civil rights movement took an important turn . . . [It] was developing a broader base and was increasingly turning to the tactic of nonviolent civil disobedience."\textsuperscript{130} The same social and political changes that enabled this shift in the civil rights movement also worked to subject the role of the physician as guardian of patient interests and privacy to challenge. By the early 1970s, patients’ and women’s rights advocates began to question medical paternalism as part and parcel of the broader challenge to physician authority and the emergence of a consumer rights movement. In 1969, for example, the Boston Women’s Health Collective, in their enduring classic work of self-assertion, \textit{Our Bodies, Ourselves}, sought to shatter the “myth” that doctor and patient “meet one another as parent and child.” The women advised autonomy: “We want you to be more alert to our responsibility in the relationship, just as you would in any other adult relationship where you are purchasing services. . . . It’s your body.”\textsuperscript{131} As historian David Rothman explains, “The rules for patients had changed: docile obedience was to give way
to wary consumerism.” The forces that gave birth to such changes provided the context for and were in turn energized by the new bioethics, which had as its lodestar a commitment to patient autonomy and a rejection of medical paternalism. A new kind of pride and celebration of identity and survival would become part and parcel the public experience of breast cancer, AIDS, multiple sclerosis, heart disease, and a variety of other chronic diseases or disabilities as people asserted control over their medical treatment and illness experience in the decades to follow. In this new climate, many subsequently discharged from Carville did so under their own names. It was not simply that they choose to expose themselves rather than to be exposed: they donned the mantel of activism and took on the challenge to change public discourse and social conditions. Those who left Carville not only identified as former Hansen’s disease patients, but also began speaking about their experiences and the disease at social gatherings, churches, and service clubs and organizations.

But the 1960s does not represent the dawn of the patients’ rights era. Even if it represents its most dramatic and radical chapter, it is at best only a third. In comparison to the 1960s, patient protest was more conservative and constrained during the years of the Second World War and early cold war, but it nonetheless challenges us to push back the history of patient protest. The effort to democratize medicine and the institution was a critical precursor to efforts to achieve freedom from its authority.
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